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NIAGARAMOHAWKPOWER CORPORATION/300 ERIE BOULEVARDWEST, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13202/TELEPHONE (315) 474-1511

February 28, 1986
(NMP2L 0635)

Ms. Elinor G. Adensam, Director
BWR Project Directorate No. 3
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
7920 Norfolk Avenue
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Ms. Adensam:

Re: Nine Mile Point Unit 2
-Docket"No; 50-410- .

Enclosed as requested by Mr. Mauck during the Instrument and Control
Branch Audit is additional information for the Nine Mile Point Unit 2
disconnect switches.

The disconnect switches are used in conjunction with the remote shutdown
panel in the event of a relay room or control room fire. The disconnect
switches are located in the Division I and II cable chase areas on elevation
306 feet in the Control Building. It is our intent to test the disconnect
switches once prior to fuel load as part of initial testing. Subsequently, no
additional specific testing is required by the vendor (as attached).
Inspection of the contacts will be performed. in accordance with the GE

specifications once a refueling outage.

Sincerely,

),

Bb030b0103 Sb0228
PDR ,ADOCK 05000410
F '.,', "

. PDR.

NR/ar
1337G
Enclosure

C. V. Mangan
Senior Vice President

xc: R. Gramm
Project File (2)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation )

(Nine Mile Point Unit 2) )

Docket No. 50-410

AFFIDAVIT

C. V. Man an , being duly sworn, states that he is Senior Vice
President of Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation; that he is authorized on the
part of said Corporation to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission the documents attached hereto; and that all such documents are true
and correct to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

Subscribed and swor to before me, a Notary Public in a d for the State of New
York and County of , this ~~ day o 1986.

ot ry Public in and for
County, New York

My Commission exnires:
JANIS M. MACRO

Notery publtc In the Steto ot New york
Quellfled ln Onondege County No. 4734555
My CommleeIon Kxplree March 30, 19~..
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GEH-908

CONTROL AND INSTRUHENT SMITCHES

TYPES SB-1) SB-9, AND SB-10

INTRODUCTION

The Type SB-1 switches (see cover illustration and Fig, 1) are multi-pole rotary switches with cam-

operated contacts. They have their positioning devices or return springs located between the front support
.and first barrier while the Type SB-9 (see Fig. 2) has the positioning device or return spring located at
the rear of the switch. The Type SB-9 also has better insulation to ground, more substantial bearings, and
long life cams.

The Type SB-10 switches (see Fig. 3) combine contacts operated by rotation of the shift, as in the SB-1
and 9 switches, with contacts operated by a lateral motion (push or. pull) of the shaft. Only two lateral~ positions of the shaft are possible. Interlocks are usually provided so the push-pull contacts can be oper-(~ ated only in specific rotary positions of the switch, and also the rotary contacts can be operated in only
one lateral position of the shaft, either push or pull.

tt

NOTE: Instructions for Type SB-1 switches also apply to superseded Type SB-7 switches.

APPLICATION

The Type SB-l, SB-9 and SB-10 switches are primarily intended for the control of electrically operated
circuit breakers, small motors, magnetic switches and similar devices, and for the transfer of meters, in-
struments and relays. The Type SB-1 switch is suitable for most applications, but where the switch'is sub-
ject to abnormally frequent operation (approximately 100 operations or more per hour, more durable cams are
required, in which case the Type SB-9 switch should be ordered.

RATINGS

All switches are rated 600 volts, 20 amperes continuous, and 250 amperes for three seconds.rI The interrupting rating depends on several factors; namely, voltage, current, and inductance of the
circuit. It is often necessary to connect several contacts in series to secure sufficient interrupting
capacity. The interrupting ratings in the table below are based on the inductance of the average trip coil.

INTERRUPTING RATINGS - AHPERES

CIRCUIT
VOLTS

NON-INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT

NUHBER OF CONTACTS

INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT

24 OC

48 OC

125 OC

250 OC

600 DC

115 AC
220 AC
440 AC
550 AC

6.0
5.0
2.7
0.75
0.25

40.0
25.D
12.0
6.0

2 in Series

30.0
25.0
11.0
2.0
0.45

75.0
50.0
25.0
12.0

4 in Series

40.0
25.0
8.0
1.35

4.0
3.0
2.0
0,7
0.15

24.0
12.0
5.0
4.0

2 in Series

20.0
15.0
6.25
1.75
0.35

50.0
25.0
12.0
10.0

4 in Series

30.0
25.0
9.5
6.5
1.25

40.0
20.0
15.0

These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations fn eZufpment nor to provfde for
every possfble ccntfngency to be mat in ccscnectfon vfth installation, operation or scafntenance. Should
further fnforaatfon be desired or should particular problescs arfse vhfch are not covered sufficiently Cor
the purchaser's purposes, the aatter should be referred to the Ceneral Electric Con@any.

To the extent required the products described herein meet applicable AHSl 2666 and NET standards)
but no such assurance fs gfven srfth respect to local codes and ordfnances because they vary yreatly.
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GEH-908

RECEIVING AND STORAGE tRECEIVING

I~diately upon receipt of a switch, examine it for any damage sustained in transit. If in)ury or
~ugh handling is evident, file a damage claim at once with the transportation company and promptly notify
the nearest General Electric Apparatus Sales Office.

The switches are completely assembled and packed in individual cartons before shipment.

STORAGE

If the switches are for stock purposes or not for imnediate installation. they should be left in the
shipping cartons and stored in a clean dry location.

OESCRIPTION

CONSTRUCTION

All types of these switches are built up of individual stages, each nested into the other, plus a com-
mon fixed contact support, operating shaft, front support and rear support (see Fig. 5). The complete stack
is tied together with two tie bolts threaded into the front support. Each rotary stage consists of an in-
sulating barrier carrying one or two moving contacts, and two or three cams on the shaft which operates the
moving contacts. A push-pull stage is similar to the rotary stage except only one cam is used, Each moving
contact and its associated fixed contact on the fixed contact support const1tute a complete switch contact.

CONTACT IOENTIFICATION

The movable contacts are marked for identification following a standard system. Start1ng with the
stage next to the panel, the contacts on the right side, looking toward the rear are given odd numbers
beginning with "l" (see Fig. l), and the contacts on the left side even numbers beginning with "2".
Occasionally, a contact is omitted from a stage. If so, the corresponding number,is also omitted.

'NCLOSURES ANO MOUNTING

The basic switch design is for panel mounting and includes a molded cover as shown on the front cover.
When requested, switches are furnished assembled in various enclosures, such as the fabricated-metal en-
closure for wall mounting, the watertight enclosure, and the explosion-proof enclosure. When condition
require the switch to be operated iranersed 1n oil, the switch is furnished mounted in an enclosure s1milar
to the watertight enclosure except that the lower removable port1on is filled with oil.

'Switches for panel mounting are furn1shed with shafts and mounting screws suitable for mounting on
panels l/8 inch to 3/16 1nches thick. When requested, shafts and mounting screws are furnished for l,
l-l/2, or 2 inch panels. For intermediate thicknesses of panels, spacers are furnished to fill the excess
space between the front support and the panel.

INSTALLATION AND WIRING PRACTICES.

Careful attention to the wiring and installation of the switch is as important .as the proper selection
of the switch. Attention to the wiring at the installation and maintaining of the wiring through the life
of the switch will result in fewer field problems. The following are recommendations for installation and
fairing practices to follow for SB switches.

The installation of a switch to the panel requires only two items. The holes in the panel for screws
and shaft and the space behind the switch to remove the cover. This informat1on is in the instruction book
supplied with the device.

The cover should not be removed from the device during installation to prevent possible damage to
shunts and/or latching mechanism.

For panel-mounted sw1tches, holes should 'be provided in the panel as, shown in Fig. 4. The shaft hole
is shown with a l-l/8 inch d1ameter. Th1s is done to provide one panel hole for all switches. The remove-
able handle and lock handle switches require the l-l/8 inch diameter hole, while a l/2 inch diameter hole

; suffices for all other sw1tches. For switches furnished in metal enclosures, mount1ng dimens1ons should be
obtained from the approved outline drawings, or from the switches themselves.
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GEH-g08

To mount a fixed-handle switch on a panel. first remove .the handle and escutcheon, including where
provided, the position-indicating pointer and curved spring washer (saddle spring). Next, hold the switch

'. in place on the back of the panel and inser t the mounting .screws throuqh the escutcheon and panel into the
switch front support, but do not tighten the mounting screws. Attach the pointer, saddle spring and handle.
Align the escutcheon on the panel. Insert the mounting screws through the escutcheon and panel. and place
the spacers (if used) on the screws before putting the switch in place.

When mounting removable-handle switches be certain that the shaft of the switch is properly positioned,
so the handle is easily removed, before the mounting screws are tightened.

Switches with a key lock in the handle have the handle attached to the escutcheon so the two parts are
removed or installed as a unit. The shaft and handle are joined by a slotted coupling on the back of the
escutcheon and these 'parts should be lined up before inserting the mounting screws.

When a back-of-board locking mechanism and separate (Yale) lock are furnished with a switch, the panel
drilling shown in Fig. 4 is required. The lock should be installed first. Turn the key until the lever at
the back of the lock is entirely within the barrel diameter, and remove the two knurled rings. Insert the
barrel through the panel, from the front. with the spacing ring (where used) at the front of the lock and
fasten it in place by tightening the knurled rings on the barrel behind the panel. With the cylinder in the
locked position the lever on the back of the barrel should extend on the vertical center line towards the
switch shaft. Turn the switch shaft to a locked position and mount the switch on the panel as directed in
a previous paragraph, being careful to put the pin on the lock lever into the slot in the locking bolt of
the mechanism. Operate the switch and check to see that the locking bolt will easily enter each slot in the
locking wheel. It may be necessary to loosen the lock and shift its position slightly to secure satisfactory
operation of the locking mechanism. When the mechanism operates correctly, the lock must be re-tightened on
the panel.

The device should be installed so that it is level. The three mounting screws (escutcheon) are
tightened to 15-20 inch pounds torque.

The front support is designed with cutouts for wires; the top for wires going to fixed contacts, the
bottom for wires going to moving contacts. Wires coming to and from these cutouts should be cabled to-
gether by lacing or ties, then clamped to the mounting structure so that no distortion of the switch

, can occur from tight cables or pulling on the cable.
/~w

Covers for switches are available in two sizes. The standard cover (4-1/4 inches) is for 12 wires out
the top and 24 wires out the bottom. The top wire opening is 1/2 inch x l-l/2inches and the bottom is
7/8 inch x 1-3/4 inches.

The large cover (4-3/4 inches) is for 24 wires out top and bottom. The wire openings are 1-3/4 inches
wide x 1 inch high.

The design of the wire opening is for Type SIS 814 Vulkene insulated switchboard wires (0.150 outside
diameter each) General Electric C.I. 57275.

Hultiple wires to one terminal should not exceed two 814 wires. When larger than 814 wire is used. a
limit of one wire per terminal is recommended. The maximum wire size is 810. If any of these conditions
exist, the large cover should be used.

No wires should enter the top cutout and cross down to the lower side of the switch. In doing this,
the wire would be outside the barrier and when the cover is installed, would be pushed in against the
shunts and prevent proper action of the moving contact. No wires can be outsdie the barrier width without
taking unnecessary risk of switch failure.

The terminal screw is a 10-32 NF2 x 7/16 long binder head, nickle-plated brass screw. The diameter
of the head is 13/32 inch. This is the maximum outside diameter of any 810 crimp type terminal used to
terminate wires. When the shank of the crimp type terminal requires insulation, the type with insulated
shanks should be used. Shanks of crimp terminals should be bent slightly up away from the fixed contacts
to avoid possibility of gap interference.

Never use tape wrapped around the shank and wire insulation. The tape may eventually unwrap ar4 could
possibly position itself in the contact gap p'reventing the switch or relay from operating properly.

Hoving contacts have the the terminal screws positioned at 45 degrees and facing away from the switch
, axis. This position should never be changed at time of installation. The reason for this is that if the

moving contact terminal is turned in the opposite direction from which the screw is pointed, the contact will
open up and be loose on the hexagon barrier boss. This, in turn, effects the action and gap of the moving
contact by stretching the shunt. The terminal should never be changed from the position in which it is re-
ceived from the factory. '
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GEH-908

The terminal screws are tightened to 15-20 inch pounds torque. When
the terminal screw on the moving contact, caution should be exercised not
'irection the screw is'eing driven. It is also important that a correct

event sw1tch contact damage and screwhead distortion.

OPERATION

a pplying this torque to tighten
to exceed 20 pounds force in
fitting screwdriver be used to

'ype

SB-l and.SB-9 switches are rotary cam-operated sw1tches. Rotation of the switch shaft causes con-
tacts to close or open according to the shape and setting of the cams in the various stages. Each stage has
one or two contacts with two or three cams. On drawings these cams are designated A, B and C (see Fig. 5).
Cam (A) is the one nearest the panel and is the closing cam for the even numbered contacts. The (B) cam 1s
next and is the opening cam for both contacts; cam (C) is farthest from the panel and is the closing cam for
the odd numbered contacts. When a contact is omitted, its corresponding closing cam is omitted and a spacer
substituted.

When the total rotation of the switch is more than 150 degrees, there is, due to the coamon opening
cam (8), a certain limitation to the opening and closing of the contacts (see Fig. 6). If the No. 2 contact
is closed at zero degrees then after the shaft has been rotated 180 degrees, the notch in the cam (8), which
allows the contact to close. will be opposite the No. 1 contact and there will be nothing to hold the No. 1

contact open. Therefore, the No. l contact must be closed at this point or it must be omitted from the
switch. In other words, whatever happens to one contact at any point in the periphery of the switch rotation
must happen to its campanion contact in the same stage when the switch is rotated 180 degrees from that point.

Generally, it is possible to design the switch so those contacts that close 180 degrees opposite each
other are .in the same .stage, but sometimes it is necessary to design the switch with only one contact per
stage.

Some applications, particularly of momentary contact switches, which have a torsion spr1ng to return
the switch to a central-neutral position, require a contact action which lags behind the switch motion (lost
motion or slip contacts). Such contacts use cams with a special loose f1t on the shaft. When the shaft has
turned far enough to close or open these contacts, it can be rotated 45 degrees in the reverse direction
without moving the cams, but beyond this point, the cam moves with the shaft, and the contacts either open
or close as the case may be.

Homentary contact switches have a torsion spring that returns the switch to a central or neutral posi-
tion when the handle is released after operation to a side position or positions. This torsion spr1ng is
designed for a maximum of 90 degrees operation to each side of the central position. The torsion spring
may have one end cut off or tied back in such a manner as to be effective on one side of the central posi-tion only. That is, the switch may have momentary contact to one side of the central position and maintain-
ing contacts to the other side. Switches may also be furnished that are spring return from the extreme-end
positions to a position 1n between the end position or posit1ons and the central position.

In some momentary contact (spr1ng return) switches, a locking device is provided by which the shaft
may be held against the action of the torsion spring by pulling out the handle when the switch is turned
to one of the side positions.

Type SB10 switches, in addition to rotary contacts using SB-l cams, have contacts operated by pulling
out or pushing in the switch handle. The push-pull contacts are located at the front of the switch, with
closing action provided by leaf springs and open1ng action by a cylindrical cam which slides over the shaft
to the rotary contacts.

HAINTENANCE

At regular intervals, switches should be inspected for burning of the contacts, for broken shunts on
the moving contacts and for contact wipe.

If contacts are slightly pitted, or coated with sulphide, scrape them gently with a sharp knife or
dress with a fine file, such as a NOO dental f1le.

If the shunts are broken or the contacts badly pitted, they should be replaced as directed under REPAIR
AND REPLACEHENT.

Contacts have sufficient wipe as long as there is an appreciable opening, with the contact closed, be-
.tween the moving contact and the moving contact support (see Fig. 6). If there is no opening. it indicates.t the parts of the moving contact support that bears on the cam or the cam itself has become worn and
.,~Ms replacing as d1rected under RFpAIR AND REpLACEHENT. Sometimes it is possible to secure a temporary
repair by bending the moving contact so it has a smaller separation from the fixed contact when in the open
position.
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GEH-908

REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT

HOVABLE CONTACTS

If a movable contact is burned, or has a broken shunt, replace the entire contact assembly. To do this,
position the switch so the contact to be replaced is open. Remove screw (E, Fig. 5) and its clamping washer.
Press in on the top of the contact to release the tongue at the lower end and pull the assembly upward and
off (see Fig. 7).

To replace the new contact assembly, slide it downward with its shoe (l, Fig. 8) on the inside of the
support (3. Fig. 8) . until the tongue (2, Fig. 8) at, the lower end of the contact drops into the holding
notch (4, Fig. 8) on the support. Bring the loose end of the shunt (3, Fig. 7) down to the terminal and
fasten 1t in place with the clamping washer and screw (E). Avoid creasing or kinking the thin metal str1ps
of the shunt. Operate the switch and observe whether the contacts meet squarely and simultaneously. The
contacts can be adjusted by bending slightly w1th smooth-faced pliers. After adjustment there should be an
appreciable opening, with the contacts closed, between the moving contact and the mov1ng contact support.

FIXED CONTACTS

Damage to a fixed contact requires replacement of the complete assembly of fixed contacts and support.
Remove screws (F, Fig. 5), change assemblies and replace the screws. Operate the sw1tch and check the con-
tact alignment.

On some switches the ball and spring of the positioning device are carried in the fixed-contact sup-
'port. Care must be exercised to prevent losing the ball and spring when removing the fixed-contact support.
The ball and spring are replaced best, after the new f1xed-contact support has been assembled on the switch,
by removing the spring retainer on the top of the fixed-contact support, insert1ng the ball and spring, and
replacing the retainer.

CANS, BARRIERS, MOVING-CONTACT SUPPORTS, ETC.

When cams, barriers, moving-contact supports, etc., need to be replaced or changed, the switch should
be removed from the panel and disassembled on a bench and re-assembled with replacement parts. The moving-
contact support and terminal are tightly assembled on the barrier in the factory. It is practically im-
possible to remove them from the barrier w1thout damage to the parts or the barrier. If any of the parts
require replacement it is best to secure a complete assembled replacement un1t, including the barrier,
moving contact support, and terminal, from the factory.

SMITCH DISASSEHBLY

Before disassembling the switch, secure a drawing showing the cam arrangement in all the stages of the
switch. Turn the switch shaft to the switch position corresponding to the cam arrangement. This is a
twelve-o'lock position unless otherwise noted on the drawing. Remove the handle and f1xed-contact support.
Unscrew the t1e bolts from the sw1tch support, but leave them in the switch. Stand the switch on the
bench, resting on the rear support, and slip the front support off the shaft being careful to hold the shaft
in the switch so as not to pull it out of the cams in the rear stages. Do not lose the ball from the posi-
tioning device. Slide the shaft out just enough to remove the pin, through the shaft, which seats in the
counterbore in the indent wheel or spring-stretcher (refer to Fig. 5). Do not slide the shaft out of the
cams in the rear stage. Push the shaft back into the switch and slip off the indent wheel and thin washer
that is assembled between the indent wheel and front support. Remove the first barrier to expose the cams
for contacts No. "1-2".

Check these cams against the cam arrangement drawing. Be sure the cam arrangement drawing is fully
understood before disturbing the cams.

On the drawing, the cams for each stage are usually shown in horizontal rows of three cams, or two cams
and a spacer. Beside each horizontal row are the numbers of the contacts, such as "1-2", with which the
cams are used. The vertical rows are lettered "A", "B", and "C". Cam (A) is the one removed first, working
from the front end of the switch, cam (B) next, and cam (C) last (see Fig. 5). Unless otherwise stated, the
position of the cams on the drawing are for the twelve-o'lock switch position.

Remove the cams from the first stage, and after making sure there are no jumpers hold1ng the barriers
together, remove the barriers. Continue removing cams and barr1ers until the damaged part is" reached.

.SMITCH ASSEHBLY

To assemble the switch, place the rear support on the bench, with the rear side down, and with the bolt
heads against the bench, so they are retained in the rear support, w1th the threaded ends extending vertically.
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GEH-908

place the end of the shaft in the rear support so the shaft stands vertically. Turn the shaft to the twelve-
~'clock position, or to the switch position that agrees with the cam arrangement as stated on the drawing.

e cams for the rear stage may now be assembled in the exact position shown on the drawing, cam (C) first,
am (B) second, and cam (A) last. The remaining barriers and corresponding cams are similarly assembled.

When the front barrier, which carries no contacts, is in place, assemble the indent wheel (or spring
stretched and torsion spring) with'the counterbored end toward the front of the support. Pull the shaft out
just enough to permit the locking pin to be inserted through the shaft. Push the .shaft back into the switch
and slide the thin washer over the shaft. Slide the front support into place. Hold the stack of barriers
together and turn the switch to a horizontal position with the moving contacts pointed up.

If it is a maintaining-contact switch with a large indent wheel, that is, with the ball and spring in
the fixed-contact support, or if it is a spring-return switch, the tie bolts may now be screwed into the
front support. Before tightening the tie bolts be sure the barriers are all properly nested.

If the switch is a maintaining-contact switch with a small indent wheel, slide the front support for-
ward enough so the ball may be placed into the socket in the front support and line up a notch in the indent
wheel with the ball in the front support. Then the front support may be slid back, into place against the
front barrier. Make sure the barriers are all properly nested before tightening the tie bolts.

The fixed contacts and support may now be assembled on the switch. If the switch has a position where
all the contacts are open, turn it to this position to assemble the fixed contacts and support.

SHAFT CHANGE

When it is necessary to change the switch shaft, that is, install a longer or shorter shaft, the switch
may be disassembled as directed, or the new shaft may be used to push out the old shaft as follows:

If there is, room enough behind the panel to work on the switch, it is not necessary to remove the
switch. Otherwise the switch must be removed. to a bench vise where the front support can be supported
firmly, with the fixed contact at the top.

Remove the fixed-contacts and support. Remove the rear support, being careful to leave the rear cams
n the shaft. Slide the complete stack, including the indent wheel or spring stretcher, back on the shaft
st enough to remove the locking pin that seats in the counterbore in the front end of the indent wheel.

inis leaves the shaft free to move through the switch.,

First, check and make sure the tapped hole in the new shaft for the handle-holding screw aligns cor-
rectly with the hole in the old shaft. Then insert the new shaft into the rear end of the switch, and at the
same time withdraw the old shaft from the front of the switch. The front end of the new shaft should touch
the rear end of the old shaft at all times so that all the cams are on one shaft or the other and never
loose within the switch.

Replace the locking pin. If the positioning ball has become dislodged, replace it in the manner
previously described. Replace the rear support, tie bolts, and fixed contacts and support. Check for proper
operation of the switch using the new shaft.

RENEWAL PARTS

Refer to Renewal Parts Bulletin GEF-2357. In the absence of a renewal parts bulletin address the
nearest General Electric Sales Office, specify the quantity required, describe the part and give the com-
plete data from the nameplate at the rear of the switch.
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Fig. 1 (8008678) Type SB-1 Svitch Without Cover
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Pig. 2 (8008677) Type SB-9 ~tch 'Without Cover

Fig. 3 (8008679) Type SB-10 Svitch Without Cover
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GEH-908

FIG. 4 (0116A0132-5) Panel Orilling (Front View)

MOVING CONTACT SARRIKR

SHUNT

SCRKW K"
MOVING
CONTACT
SUPPORT

0
SCREW "F"

TKRMINAL

THIN WASHKR WITH
SQUARK HOLE

FIXED CONTACT
AND SUPPORT

C 6 CSA

TIE SOLT

!
ESCUTCHEON

REAR SUPPORT TORSION SPRING

INDENT WHEEL OR
SPRING STRKTCHK

FRONT SUPPORT

PIN FOR HOLDING
,SHAFT IN PLACK

FIG. 5 (8009283) lfxploded View of Type SB-1 Switch
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GEH-908

OPENING
SHOWING WIPE

>)gZ WIH,
N0.2 CONTACT

"C"OR CLOSING CAM
FOR NO. I CONTACT
NOT SHOWN.

I

NO.I CONTACT

NOTCHIN"B" CAM I "B" OR COMMON
PENING CAM ~

"A" OR CLOS I NG CAM
FOR N0.2 CONTACT

FIG. 6 (K-6507946-2) Typical Section Showing Operation of Cams - Front View
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GEH-908

1. Cam

2. Hovable Contact
3. Shunt

4. Barrier
5. Operating Shaft

FIG. 7 (8918418) Removing Contact Finger

I

R

10/64

11- 82

1. Shoe 3. Support
2. Tongue 4. Holding Notch

FIG. 8 (8918418) Installing Hew Contact Finger

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., POWER SYSTEMS MANAGEMENTBUSINESS OEPT., MALVERN,PA. 19355
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